Parents and teachers will interact either they like it or not when it comes for the welfare and issues involving the pupil and their child. They met in place of institution for educating children, the school. It is not an easy job for a parent to wake up his child early in the morning to prepare himself to go in the school. Upon waking up, preparing their school uniforms, shoes and socks, making sure that the little fella ate his breakfast and of course the snacks and food for lunch, will be a mortal sin if they forgot. Tight budgeting for a parent to send his child in the school, it’s a great task for a parent of two, three or more on how they will manage to provide all the things their children needed. And of course expecting in return that at the end of the day their precious little one has gained additional knowledge and wisdom.

The teacher is the second parent of the child inside the school. The teacher is the person that with child for the whole day. Like the biological parents the teacher seems to know the child better than anyone else. She can predict child’s behavior and mood swings. Parents and teachers should build a good and harmonious relationships to achieve their both goals which are the goodness and progress development of each child. Without this good tandem between both parties it would become hard task for each other to achieve the real goal. As a teacher she keeps updating and reporting child's progress to the parent. As a parent no boundaries of love and support should provide to the learner. The trust and camaraderie is a must for ten months of a child in every grade level between a teacher and a parent.
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